
Adriano health assessment 
For case study 

 
 
1) Current Symptoms; I have pain and tightness on my neck, shoulders, shoulder 
blades, and lower back. I feel tightness and discomfort on my lower thorax from the 
center of the spine, I feel discomfort on the outside back of my leg mostly on my right 
coming up from around my ankles. I have a lot of gases on my tummy for the last 2 
months. I have shortness of breath if I run easily, my breathing capacity is lower than 
normal .my bowels haven’t been good for about 15 years about 15 years, they were 
even worse about 15 years and doctor couldn’t find anything wrong, I also have sleep 
apnea, it maybe because of a swollen throat. 
 
2)  History of accidents: I had difficult birth delivery almost to the point of death, my 
recent chiropractor about 4 year had discovered that my twist of my head to a side was 
a dislocation on birth delivery, (that is he says it happens to a lot of babies) at age of two 
I fell on a well sharped hoe and that cut my chin (I have a small discomfort on it), I had 
fallen on another sharped hoe a few years later, the I cut my right arm and got a very 
few stitches at about 7 years old.   I had an accident that a motorcycle hit my head that 
made cut by my right ear and I got unconscious, I twisted my both ankles and my lower 
back. 
 
Surgeries; only a few stitches a few times 
 
Health issues; I had my first  pneumonia  about 10 years old and then I started having  a 
lot of colds every year, I had prostate enlargement on my early 20s , on my early 20s I 
had hives a kid of allergy for a good couples of years that I had to take medication every 
day , liver issues a couples of years I started having fatty liver  and  cysts and cyst on 
my kidneys I haven’t taken any ultrasounds on them a don’t know their stages 
 
 
3) I’m not taking any medication right now or special supplements 
 
4) I don’t use the same soups and shampoos but right now I’m using dove body 
wash for men and Nivea, TRESemme shampoo 
 
5) List of any personal development courses as wells any healing I’m doing ETC; 
I’m just taking the Medical Intuitive Healing, Kabbala, I ‘ve been reading books on self-
help, and watching videos, EFT. I get chiropractor treatments, energy healing and 
occasionally, I’ve been listening to deferent healing MP3 and light language lately 
 
6) QUESTION I WOULD LIKE TO BE ANSWERS IM MY SESSION; I would love to 
master Medical Intuitive Healing and heal my healthy issues and personal issues like 
wrong perception, my productivity, a slow recall of memories, (I take longer time to 
access mental efforts than average people) 
 
With love, Adriano 


